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1893, shows no trace of it upon the plate exposed to that region, 
while charts of the same region taken on June 6, June ro, 
July 21, 1889; May 16, May r6, June ro, June 23, June 23, 
1891 ; May 7, and May 27, 1893. also give no indication of a 
star io. that position. The similarity of the spectra of these two 
new stars is of interest, as Prof. Prckering points out, in that it 
has proved a means of discovering one of these objects, and 
that, if confirmed by other new stars, it will indicate that they 
belong to a ''distinct class resembling each other in composition 
and physical condition'' The nearest catalogne stars to which 
the Nova lies are Cord. G. C. 20,940 and Cord. G. C. 20,926 of the 
8 and 8·75 magnitude respectively, the Nova bein;: nearly mid
way between them. vVe may add that the above communica
tion seems to throw some doubt on the accuracy of the note we 
wrote three weeks ago (November 23), with reference to Prof. 
Kapteyn's search through his Durchmusterung. Until the exact 
position of Nova N ormce is obtained, one cannot of course make 
any statement, but it seems probable that Prof. Kapteyn's and 
Mrs. Fleming's stars are not the same. 

PROF. RUDOLF VVOLF, OF ZURICH.-VVe are very sorry to 
have to record this week the death 0f Prof. Rudolf vVolf, the 
well-known director of the Zurich Observatory. He died at 
midday on November 6, after a short illness, at the age of 
seventy·eight years. By his death astronomical science has lost 
one of her most devoted servants. It was through his work, coupled 
with that of Schwabe, that the existence of the periodicity of 
the sunspot's was without doubt first accepterl, and its length 
determined to be eleven and one-ninth years. The deceased was, 
among other thing<, the author of the work on the '' Geschichte 
der Astronomie," and also of a "Tachen-buch flir Mathematik, 
Physik, Geodasie unci Astronomie," both of which ran through 
several editions. 

THE TO THE Observatory.-The Comp:mion for 
the) ear 1894 follows the same lines as it has done in former years. 
No additional matter has here been added, unless we mention the 
ephemeris for the elongations of the satellites of M;ns, which 
planet comes into opposition during next year. We notice that 
in Mr. Denning's list of meteor showers, instead of November 27, 
he has this year thought fit to alter it toN overnber 23-27, a a 
alteration justifiable by facts. With regard to eclipses, on March 
20-2I a partial eclipse of the moon will take place, but will be 
invisible at Greenwich. An annular eclipse of the sun, just 
visible as a partial one in Norway, Sweden, Eastern Europe, 
and Asia, occurs on April 5, while on September 14 a partial 
eclip;e of the moon will be partly visible at Greenwich. The 
total eclipse of the sun, on September 28, lasts only for eleven 
seconds (maximum duration), and as the path of the centre of 
the shadow lies entirely across the Southern Indian Ocean, the 
occurrence is of little scientific interest. Oa November IO a 
transit of Mercury across the sun's disc wLll be partly visible at 
Greenwich, the first contact taking place before sunset. The 
times are-

External contact 
Internal 

Ingress. 
h. m. s. 

3 55 40 
3 57 23 

Egress. 
h. m. s. 

9 13 9 
9 II 26 

For the sun in the zenith at the time of egre;s, the place of ob
servation lies 63o 'vV. and 17" S. or in Bolivia, South 
America, that for egress lying I42° W. and If S. 

SOLAR 0BSERVATIOI\S AT ROME.-In the September number 
of the Jl,femOJ-ie della Societa degli .Spettroscopisti Ita!iaui, Prof. 
Tacchini e>ntributes the results of the solar observations made 
at the Royal Observatory during the second and third trimestre 
of 1893. The same number also contains two large diagrams of 
the limb of the sun, the first sh:>wing the observations made 
Catania, Palermo, and Rome, during the second three months of 
the year I892, and the second indicating observativns made at 
the last-mentioned place during June and July. 

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES. 
MR. R. D. OLDHAM, Superintendent of the Geological Sur

vey of India, read a paper at the la;t meeting of the Royal 
graphical Society, on the evolution of the geography of India. 
He pointed out th1t the three main divisions of India were 
natuml regions the individnality of which ha1 been muked 
throughout a lo:1g ran;:e of gevlo:,;ical tin.e. Tne peninsula 
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consists of very ancient land which has not been submerged 
since the early Palceozoic period, while the continer tai division 
has been frequently under water until Tertiary times, and the 
great plain is relatively recent alluvium. There is evidence 
!rom the close resemblance of fossil forms of a continuous land 
connection between India and Africa in the Cretaceous period. 
This former continent has been named Gondwana Land, and 
must not be confused with the hypothetical continent of Le
muria. It had disappeared by the end of the sec:mdary period. 
At the clme of the Cretaceous period there was an unparalleled 
outburst of volcanic activity contemporary with a series of great 
earth-movements which went far to give its present outline to 
peninsular India, and led to the first appearance of the extra
peninsular mountains. This activity continued during the 
Tertiary period. The depression at the base of the HimaL<ya, 
now filled up by alluvium, was simultaneously formed. The 
Indus was the original outlet of drainage from the Himalayan 
district, the river system splitting up later, and the diversion of 
the Jumna to the Ganges may even have occurred in historical 
times. The latter part of the paper gave an able summary of 
Indian types of scenery, 

THE crossing of the eastern horn of Africa is fast becom'ng 
one of the commorplaces of travel, having been again accom
plished this year by Prince E. Ruspoli, who, starting from Ber
bera in December last· year, reached the J ub in March. The 
last number of the Bulletin of the Italian Gcograph1cal S ,ciety 
contains a letter giving an account of the journey and a skdch
map showing his route. Another Italian expedition, uncler 
Captains Bottego and Grixoni, made the journey by a somewhat 
different route about the same time. 

THE Ve1·hand!ungen of the Berlin Geographical Society 
states that the Swedtsh traveller in Persia, Mr. Sven Hedin, 
has unrlertaken a serious attempt to reach Lhasa in the disg,rise 
of a Persian merchant. He will start from Leh, and follow the 
route of the Pundit Nain Singh to Tengri-Nor. 

THE death is reported of Dr. D. Scott Moncrieff, of Harvard 
University, who had been making a journey of e<ploration, 
mainly with a view to ethnological observati0ns, in Eastern 
Siberia. He left a Gilyak village near the mouth of the Amur 
for a sail in an open boat, on August I I, and nothing further 
was heard of him until a fortnight later his body was found on 
the coast of Sakhalin. 

M. E. PoNCINS, a French traveller, writes from Gilgit to the 
Paris Geographical Society under date August 26, that he has 
crossed the Pamirs, from north to south, and paid special acten
tion to the source-region of the Ox us. He proposed to proceed 
to Simla, and there complete a fllll account of his 

THE source region of the Irn.wadi is still one of the most un
known parts of Asia, and it is satisfactory to learn that Captain 
Bower, whose recent journey in Tibet is well known, intends 
making explorations in that region during the present cold 
season. 

THE meeting of the Paris Geographical Society on November 
17 was devoted to the memory of the navigator <, 
whose somewhat unfortunate voyage of discovery round the 
coast of Australia and amo.1gst the islanis of Western 
Pacific wa; interrupted by his death in 1793· 

UNVEILING OF THE JOULE MEMORIAL 
,'>'TATUE. 

MANCHESTER claims the distinction of having b'en 
the home of two or our greatest men of science-D rlton 

and Joule-and it has shown itself worthy of the honour. 
A beautiful statue of Dalton has adorned the vestibule of the 
Town Hall for some years, and on Friday last, one of Joule, by 
Mr. A. G]bert, was unveiled in the same place, the two 
philosophers standing face to face. 

It was in r889 that the Manchester Literary and Philosophical 
Society proposed to raise a memorial to Joule, and, to the credtt of 
Manchester be it said, the suggestion was taken up with enthu
siasm. On :Kovember 25 of that year, a meeting was convened by 
the Mayor of Manchester at that time (Mr. Alderman Mark), 
and was attended by a large and inflc1ential The 
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following resolution was then adopted:-" That this meeting 
desires to mark its deep sense of the benefits conferred on man
kind for all time, as well as of the great honour which has 
accrued to this district, hy the scientific work of the late James 
Prescott Joule, by the erection of a durable memorial of him in 
Manchester, in the form of a w bite marble statue." A represen · 
\alive committee was appointed to raise subscriptions to carry 
the resolution into effect, and the sum of £2611 was eventually 
obtained. 

Almost the first act of the committee was to pass a resolution 
to the effect that the movement should be directed to secure not 
only a marble statue of Dr. Joule as a companion to that of Dr 
Dalton, but also a replica in bronze to occupy some public place 
in the city. This object was kept in view for some time, but 
eventually it was thought advisalle to relinquish the idea. After 
abandoning the scheme of raising a bronze replica of the statue, 
it was decided that the surplus should be handed over to the 
Literary and Philoso1Jhical as a nucleus for the institution 
of a pennanent Joule Memorial Funrl, the income of which isto 
be employed, as the council of the Society may direct, for the 
encouragtment and promotion of science. 

The unveiling of the Joule statue was performed by Lord 
Kelvin, in the presence of a large company. The kfanchester 
Cuardwn gives a full repmt of the proceedings, and from it we 
extract the folio\\ ing remarks made hy Lord Kelvin in the course 
uf his address. 

The Literary and Philosophical Society had the distinguished 
honour of being really the cradle of Joule's work-first as 
Dalton's home, and afterwards as Joule's life-long scientific 
harbour. From very early days he kept constantly in touch 
with that Society. Many of his most important papers were 
first given to the world there, and during the last years of his 
Ide he was an exceedingly regular-it might almost be said a 
constan t-attendant at the meetings of the Society. The 
citizens of Manchester did not require to be told what great 
th cn gs this Society in its rather more than a century's existence 
had done. Their presence in such numbers on that occasion 
showed how much they appreciated the results of that very 
effective scientific institution. Now he ought to say something 
of the electrical , mechanical, and chemical character of Joule's 
work, although to examine it properly would require the space 
not of one address, but of a whole course of lectures illustrated 
by experiments. A great surprise that came out very early in 
J oule's work was burning wllhout heat- ·an absolutely novel 
1dea which Joule developed most wonderfully and most magni
ficently by his expe1iments in the generation of heat in the 
voltaic battery, which in those days was the only source of 
elec\Iicity on a large scale. Joule was the first to develop the 
idea, and it came to him not as a bright flash of genius, but as 
the demonstrated result of years of hard, measuring, calculating 
work. This was the fundamental idea that pervaded all Joule's 
\' 01 k. A iew years later he expanded it in a wonderful way. 
About 1846, in a joint paper by himself and Scoresby, he 
brought out the wonderful, the truly philosophical, and at the 
same time startling idea that when a man or any other animal 
walked uphill , only a part of the heat or combustion of his 
f Jod was developed, and that it was when the body was 
quiescent that the chemical attraction between the food and the 
oxygen dissolved in the blood developed its whole energy in 
actual animal heat. He showed, further, that the animal body 
was more economical for fuel than was any steam engine hitherto 
real:std. This was a very far-reaching idea, and seemed to 
hold out prospects of greatly advancing the efficiency of the 
steam engine. That promise had not been lost. It was due 
to Joule, more than to any other individual, that the great im
prmement of surface condensation was now universa l, although 
very rarely practised, indeed, before 186o or 1862. Joule, 
about the year 186o, in working upon a little steam engine, 
applied a surface condenser on an entirely new principle, and 
in doing so he was led to think out a mode of getting heat out 
of the steam to be condensed without sending a jet of water 
iLto it, as on the old plan. But he (Lord Kelvin) had not yet 
touched upon Joule's great fundamental discovery, the dis
covery which was first in everyone's mouth-that of the mechani
cal equivalent of heat. They would understand that it was not 
me1ely by a chance piece of measurement that he stumbled on 
this result, which was afterwards found to be of great value. 
It was measurement, rigorous experiment and observation, and 
philowphic thought all round the field of physical science that 
made this discovery possible. Very early indeed in his work-
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ing time Joule brought out the mechanical equivalent of heat, and 
in a paper read at the British Association at Cork in 1843, and 
afterwards in the PhilosoplticallJ.fagazine, he gave the number 
" 772." Six years later a · second determination gave him the 
same result, and twenty· five years later he made a third deter
mination, which gave him the final and collected result "772'56." 
] n the year I 824 a great theory was originated by a very young 
man, who died only a few years later-Said Carnot, son of the 
g epublican Minister, and uncle of the present President of the 
French Republic. It was he who made "Carnot's theory" a 
household word throughout the world of science ; and great as 
was the French President, much as he had done for his country 
and the world, in after times his uncle ·would be always re
membered as one of the most distinguished characteristics 
attached to that great name. Carnot's theory gave an important 
fundamental principle regarding the development of motive 
power from heat. Joule's work, on the other hand, so far as 
the mechanical tquivalent was concerned, was the generation 
of heat by mechanical work, It was quite the middle of the 
century before Carnot's work began to attract attention ; but 
Joule was early made acquainted with it, and after fighting a 
little against it as differing from his own theory, he of all others 
took it up in the most hearty manner. Lord Kelvin went on 
to say that he could never forget the British Association at 
Oxford in the year 1847, when in one of the sections he beard 
a paper read by a very unassuming young man who betrayed 
no consciousness in his manner that he had a great idea to un
fold. He (Lord Kelvin) was greatly struck with the paper. 
Ho at first thought it could not be true it was different 
from Carnot's theory, and after the meeting he and the reader 
of the paper, James Joule, had a iong and thoroughly discursive 
talk on the subject, and he obtained ideas he had never had 
before, although he thought be too suggested something worthy 
of Joule's consideration when he told him of Carnot's theory. 
He had the great pleasure and satisfaction for many years, be
ginning just forty years ago, of making experiments along with 
Joule, which lEd to some important re>ults in respect to the 
theory of thermodynamics. This was one of the most valu
able recollections of his life, and was indeed as valuable a 
recollection as he could conceive in the possession of any man 
interested in science. Joule's initial wm k was the very founda
tion of our knowledge of the steam engine and steam power. 
Taken along with Carnot's work it had given the scientific 
foundation on which all the great improvements since the year 
185o have been worked out, not in a haphazard way, but on a 
careful philosophical basis. James Watt had anticipated to 
some degree in his compound engine and his expansive system 
the benefits now realised, but he was before his time in 
that respect, and had the complete foundation which 
Joule's mechanical equivalent and Carnot's theory had 
since given for the improvement of the steam engine. 
Might he be allowed, Lord Kelvin added, to congratulate 
the city of Manchester on its proceedings that day? When 
the cover was lifted from the statue of Joule, he felt deeply 
touched at the sight of the face of hi; old friend. To his mind 
it was a most admirable likeness, and the ideality of the acces
sory of the little model held in the hand seemed to him most 
interesting and most striking-he thought he might say poetical. 
That little model was not one of Joule's first or second, but of 
his third and greatest apparatus for the determination of the 
mechanical equivalent of heat-that by which he corrected the 
British Association's standard ohm, which he proved to be 1'7 
per cent. wrong. Regarding that standard a diplomatic corre
spondence was now going on between our Foreign Office and 
other European Governments with a view to arranging the pre
cise terms of the definition of the ohm, which was really first 
worked out by Joule. Lord Kelvin further asked to be allowed 
to congratulate the sculptor on the great beauty and the great 
success of his work, and added that Manchester now possessed 
statues both of the man who laid the foundation of the atomic 
theory in chemistry, and of the man who was the originator of 
the whole subject of thermodynamics. If the prosperity of 
Manchester did not depend on chemistry and on the steam 
engine and thermodynamics, he did not know upon what it did 
depend. The energy and industry of its inhabitants were no 
doubt essential to its success, but they must ever remember 
that the material prosperity of the city was as much dependent 
-on philosophic thought as it was upon any material appliance 
whatever. 

Sir H. E. Roscoe, M.P., in moving a vote of thanks to Lord 
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Kelvin for his address, mentioned that for thirty years he himself 
sat at the feet of Joule, whom he might therefore claim in some 
sense as his scientific father. He remained in constant com
munication with Joule up to the day of the philosopher's death. 
It was a great thing that in a city like Manche .; ter, devoted as 
it was to industry and commerce, the citizens should be entitled 
to place in their Town Hall the statues of two such fellow
citizens as Dalton and Joule. Few cities in the world could 
boast of two greater men. In London, also, they had been doing 
something to show the appreciation in which not only this 
country hut the world held Joule. A sum of money had been 
raised and placed in the hands of the Royal Society for the pur· 
pose of founding a Joule stndentship, and on Thursday the 
Council of the Society resolved that the money should be spent 
in founding such a scholarship, to be awarded alternately in 
England and in other countrie>, for the purpose of encouraging 
young scientific men to walk in the steps of Manchester's great 
citizen. The first of those scholarships, of the value of £100, 
would be shortly awarded, and he thought he was not going too 
far when he said it would come to the city in which Joule lived 
and worked. He might mention that since the foundation of 
Owens College that institution could claim nine medallists of 
the Royal Society, and had they lived Prof. J evons and Prof. 
Schorlemmer would have been added to the number. It 
would be seen, therefore, ·that Manchester had taken up the 
thread spun by Dalton and Joule, and that there was no reason 
to fear that their work would not be continued . 

Prof. Osborne Reynolds seconded the resolution, which was 
adopted. 

On the motion of Mr. Alderman Ma1k, seconded by Principal 
Ward, a vote of thanks was given to the Lord Mayor for pre
siding. At the conclmion of the proceedings the Lord Mayor 
and Lady Mayoress held a reception in the state apartments. 

THE ETHNOLOGICAL MUSEUM AT 
LEYDEN. 

IT is from twenty-five to thirty years ago that the interest in 
. ethnology as a science was awakened. Ethnological 

objects are no longer by scientific men as mere 
curiosities; collections of them have ceased to be shops of 
foreign bric-a-brac. In America and in Europe, museums have 
arisen, variable in size and importance it is true, but all with the 
same object in view, viz. the study of man from his handiwork 
as illustrative of his mental development in various directions 
in time as well as in space. ' 

The realisation of the importance of collecting and studying 
ethnological material in distant lands has not come too soon. 
What has been done in this respect within the last twenty-five 
years surpasses all that has been performed in the centuries 
before, from the beginning of the circumnavigation of the globe 
to the early seventies of our century. The result of this has not 
only been the publication of valuable ethnological monographs 
and studies, but also the foundation of new, and the further 
development of existing, museums in Europe and America. 

1he ethnological collections which have grown con
"derably are those of the National Ethnological Museum at 
Leyden. A pamphlet by the director, Dr. L. Serrurier, recently 
published under the very suggestive title of'' Museum or Store
house ? " induces me to write the present notice. 
. The_origin cif this museum dates back as far as 1837, the year 
m whtch the Dutch Government purchased von Siebold's 
Japanese collections. This formed the nucleus of the little 
museum, which gradually increased. by means of collections made 
in the Indian Archipelago by Macklot, Salomon MUller, von 
Rosenberg, and other naturalists. In the meanwhile von 
Siebold had returned to Japan, and the late Dr. Leemaus was 
appointed acting director of the collection in 1859, as a part of 
the. Museum of Antiquities. A long period of in
actlVlty then ensued until r88o, when it was decided that the 
ethnological department should become a separate museum, 
under the direction of Dr. Serrurier, until then curator of the 
Japanese department. 

From that moment the museum sprang into new life. The 
period of curiosity shop had ceased for ever ; and the institu
tion was developed in the right direction. Many objects were 
properly identified, check lists and manuscript catalogues 
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corrected and newly made,' relations with sister institutions 
established, exchanges made, and valuable objects and col
lections b ought. Many residents in the Dutch colonies who 
hitherto had hardly heard of the existence of an ethnological 
museum at Leyden, now ·gladly presented or loaned their 
private collections to it. Nothing shows more clearly the extra
ordinary growth of these collections than the maps accompany
ing the pamphlet of Dr. Serrurier. On these maps-two of the 
world, and two of the Indian Archipelago-is indicated the 
number of groups of objects in the Leyden Museums represent
ing special ethnological regions or areas. These groups refer to a 
very rational division or classification established by Dr. Serrurier 
and used in the Leyden Museum. One set of maps shows the 
condition of the collections in r881, the other in 1893· A 
single glance at the maps is sufficient to illustrate the vast dif
ference wrought in those twelve years. Southern Asia, the 
Orient, Africa, and North America were hardly or not at all 
represented in r881, and so were many parts of the Indian 
Archtpelago and South America, but in 1893 the ethnology 
of these countries can be studied in the museum by means of 
valuable and more or less representative collections. In short 
the collection has decupled in these twelve years, not to speak 
of the rich and varied anthropological section, entirely the work 
of the present director. 
. It would be only natural to sup pose that collections of this 
importance were exhibited in a special building where they were 
not only safely stored but also made of interest to the public, as 
well as for professional men. Nothing is, however, fartherfrom 
the reality than this supposition. To the amazement of foreign 
ethnol?gi-ts, and every friend of science in fact, the Leyden 
collectwns are scattered, as Dr. Serrurier summarises, over 
not less than five different places-ugly, datk, and damp private 
houses, or other localities, all equally unfit for the conservation 
of the ethnological material. Thousands of precious objects are 
stowed away as in a storehouse, where moths and moisture are 
hard to fight against, and where the danger of fire is so much 

than elsewhere. Should ever a fire destroy these col
lectwns, the loss would, for the greater part of them, be irrepar
able; .they could not be again collected. In many distant 
cou.ntn_es, all ?ver the world, the inhabitants have given up their 
native mdustnes,and are losing rapidly their originality in every 
respect, the result of their contact with Western civilisation . 

An appendix to Dr. Serrurier's pamphlet, being a number < f 
testimonies from different travellers and authors as to the 
disappearance of primitive conditions among foreign races, tends 
to prove the value of present ethnological collections and the 
necessity of collecting objects and data without delay, before 
it will be too late. 

however, of the present buildings the museum 
are not quite what they ought to be, which perhaps 

IS partly due to the fact that they are situated in a small old -
fashioned city with a public-Univen.ity students included
taking very little or no interest in ethnological exhibitions. lf 
the museum were situated in a great city, say Amsterdam or 
The things might probably take a turn for the better, 
but still, as long as there is no special building, a thorough 
improvement will be impossible. 

There are many things which the Ethnological Museum of 
Leyden ought to be, and should be, if proper attention was 
paid to it by the Dutch government. For a nation like rhe 
Dutch, which ranks third as a colonial power, a museum like 
this could be a sort of a bureau of ethnoloay, more or les; 
similar to that of Washington, and a place both Uni
versity students and the general public could be taught sounder 
ideas about races of mankind which they have been used to 
consider as " savages. " 

For years past the director has called the attention of the 
Dutch government to this state of things. In each of his 
annual reports Dr. Serrurier has pleaded for the sake of a new 
and proper building with the arduur and conviction of a man 
who pleads for the thing to which he devotes his life and talents, 
but all in vain; vox clamantis in deserto . 

The present pamphlet of Dr. Serrurier's is a supreme effort 
to improve this sad state of affair.;, a last appeal to the na tional 

1 A system of cataloguing introduced not long ago by Dr. Serrurier i tl the 
Leyden 1\_luseum, as far as I know not followed in any other eLhnological 
museum, ts what might be called the "Note Catalogue." Each objed 
has an inventory number referring to a separate note on a slip of stiff paper, 

C?ntains, besides a small photograph of the object in question, a full 
descr1pnon of it, and bibliographic indic atioPJs relating to its origin, oc
currence, use, &c. This system facilitat es gre:uly the s: udy of the tJbjects. 
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